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The Best Time to Book a Plane Ticket, According To a New
Study
Finally, there's a scientific answer to what magic number of days
before a flight when tickets are their cheapest. Are you ready for
the answer? Read more ...

Why the 24Hour Flight Cancellation Rule Is a Myth
You're not always guaranteed a full refund if you cancel your flight
within 24 hours. It all depends on the airline and how you booked
your flight. Read more...

The Sharing Economy: 5 Tips for a Safer Ride
It has never been easier to get a ride wherever and whenever
thanks to sharing economy services like Uber. Learn how to keep
yourself safe using these services while traveling. Read more...

Why You Should Always Travel With a Hard Suitcase
Which is better: a soft suitcase, or one with a hard shell? The
answer may depend on what you're packing and whether you prefer
checking bags or carryingon. Read more...

Your Next Trip, Courtesy of Google Search
Google wants to make it easy for travelers to decide where and
when to go on vacation, and to see at a glance what a trip is likely
to cost, right from their mobile phones. Read more...
Why You Shouldn't Recline Your Airplane Seat
To recline, or not to recline  that is the question. Is reclining your
right as a passenger or is it a common courtesy to keep your seat in
the upright position? The debate rages on. Read more...

Study Finds New Potential Treatment for Jet Lag
Jet lag might be the worst part of longdistance travel, but scientists
say there may be a way to prevent it without medication or
adjusting your sleep schedule! Read more...

Insurance for Trips and Other Products: Not only do we offer a
variety of protection plans for your trip, but we have teamed up
with other providers offering foreign currency and prepaid
international phone cards. Learn More!

10 Travelers Reveal the Incredible Stories Behind Their Most
JawDropping Photos
Some of the world's most daring travelers have scaled great
heights, survived intense weather, and explored remote
destinations, all to capture stunning images. Read more...

Follow Travelex on our Smart Travels Blog
and all our social sites for great travel tips,
conversation and more!
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